Detecting the number of competing speakers – human selective hearing versus spectrogram distance based estimator
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Abstract
This study describes an experiment designed to establish the maximum number of competing speakers that can be detected accurately by a human listener and compares the results with the ones produced by using a distance based estimator working in frequency domain. We mixed a set of high quality audio samples with continuous speech, produced by publicly known people (actors, journalists and politicians) and also unknown persons and then we played the tracks to each listener within a target group. The volunteers were asked how many cumulated speakers they counted and how they obtained the response. We observed that while human subjects showed a correct detection ratio of 31%, we were able to establish a set of equally spaced thresholds for the estimator in order to achieve 66% accuracy. The paper also summarizes the methods that were reported by the listeners to help in the detection.

Index Terms: selective auditory attention, voice activity detection, blind source separation

1. Introduction
Large vocabulary continuous speech recognition systems (LVCSR) have become “good enough” to be used in activities like controlling a device or dictating a text message, where recognition errors do not have an important impact. However, the accuracy of these systems is seriously affected by non ideal usage conditions: voices with accents, emotions, jargon, crowded or noisy places, etc. In this paper we focus on dealing with crowded places where multiple simultaneous speech sources are present, trying to understand how the human brain is able to switch attention from one speaker to another.

One of the main “features” that we have for following the correct speaker is binaural hearing. This enables us to localize the spatial origin of the sound and focus our attention towards it. Binaural hearing is widely described in technical research studies being referred as to binaural processing, beamforming or spatial filtering. For example, [1] presents a good synthesis over the methods used for sound localization and in [2] we can see that some of the widely used high-end devices use these techniques to improve reliability of speech recognition.

Binaural hearing is an essential function, but we are able to distinguish between multiple speech sources even when we perceive them as coming from same direction. For example, during a radio talk show, at some point it happens that all the guests speak simultaneously. If we stay focused we can perceive them as coming from same direction. For example, [1] presents a good synthesis over the methods used for sound localization and in [2] we can see that some of the widely used high-end devices use these techniques to improve reliability of speech recognition.

Binaural hearing is an essential function, but we are able to distinguish between multiple speech sources even when we perceive them as coming from same direction. For example, during a radio talk show, at some point it happens that all the guests speak simultaneously. If we stay focused we can perceive them as coming from same direction. For example, [1] presents a good synthesis over the methods used for sound localization and in [2] we can see that some of the widely used high-end devices use these techniques to improve reliability of speech recognition.

2. Experiment description
For our experiments we used a group of 31 male and female listeners aged between 21 and 37. According to [9], school aged children can be auditory selective but inflexible. The development of selective hearing continues during adolescence so at the age of 21, persons can present a well developed SAA. We selected volunteers that were within top 15% of students considering Romanian grading system and demonstrated good concentration skills. In addition, the participants to this study were motivated by making them
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grew to 4 competing speeches, 54% were wrong. We anticipated that combining male and female voices in the same recording would ease the detection process and therefore only 20% of samples are produced by women voices and are added to the mix when the speaker count is higher. We adopted this approach in order to understand if the listener recognizes a known voice and if he is also able to learn and count new voices. As additional measures, we selected speeches that contain corporate language that is easily understandable by the audience, and also verified that there are no long pauses during the speech, so that after mixing, in the majority of timeframes all speakers are active.

As probably deducted, each speech was recorded in its own environment, making BSS algorithms (i.e. [3], [4]) ineffective.

2.2. Methodology description

We combined the speech files so that starting from moment 0 all speakers in the mix are active till the recording ends. There is no chance that some of the voices make their entrance later than the start of the recording.

Each listener had to follow 9 recordings, formed by mixing 2 up to 10 simultaneous speeches. The recordings were presented in the following order: 6, 8, 3, 7, 9, 10, 5, 2, 4 – where each of the numbers represent the number of active speakers in that audio sample. The idea of the sequence is just to be random (to avoid the temptation to increment or decrement the previously given answer).

After each track the listeners were asked the following questions:

- How many competing speakers did you hear talking?
- How did you identify each speaker?
- What made it difficult to identify the speakers?

As we will see in the results section, most of the answers to question 2 can be grouped and so we generated a statistic that can be used for further studies. The last question is rather general, and was designed to get additional information unmentioned when answering the first 2 questions.

When analyzing the speech mixes, we realized that some speakers have stronger voices or they talk very loud so other speakers “get shadowed”. In order to compensate this issue, we used audio processing software to amplify the sounds attributed to speakers with softer voices and then we created the mixes again. When the recordings were played we used headphones setting an isolating but non disturbing level.

Another important fact is that we measured the response time for all subjects in order to understand if there is a correlation between detection accuracy and listening time.

3. Spectrogram distance based estimator

The method is simple and based on several responses we got from the volunteers. They stated that as the speaker count grew, the recording sounded like noise. So we determine the distance between a speech mix and a single speaker reference. This metric is derived from a distance matrix described by (1).

\[ D(i, j) = DTW(SingleS_{i,j}, MixedS_{i,j}) \] (1)

Basically we take the spectrograms of the 2 recordings (single speaker and speech mix) and compute the DTW distances between all window pairs (i, j). The resulting D matrix can be processed to create a single value metric. At this stage we just add the elements but we admit that this method can be tuned and this will be treated in future work.

We now remind that 70% of the voices presented to the listeners group were known a priori. This is why we use the first half of the single speech signals as references (training data) and the other half to create the mixes (test data). We can state that the system “knows” the involved voices but does not know how they are combined and what they are saying. Figure 1 represents the graphic summary of this description:
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The proposed procedure requires a huge number of DTW instances so we invested in optimizing the routine. We wrote a C library that was called from MatLab using a single instruction multiple data (SIMD) friendly implementation and a dedicated compiler for the target architecture. With this solution and combined with the fact that MatLab uses an interpreted language we reduced the experiment execution time by a factor of 160X, on a 2.5 GHz quad core processor, which reduced our waiting time from months to hours.

4. Experimental results

In this chapter we will detail the results achieved by human listeners correlated with the results obtained by using the artificial method described in section 3.

4.1. Results obtained by human subjects

Perhaps the most interesting result is to see how many competing speakers can be detected by an adult person. In figure 2 each bar quantifies the percentage of listeners that counted incorrectly the number of active speakers noted on the x-axis. We can see that only 4% of the listeners gave wrong answers when presented a mix of 2 speeches but when the mix grew to 4 competing speeches, 54% were wrong.
Figure 2: Detection errors for competing speakers

When there were 5 competing speakers, less than a third of volunteers gave the correct answer. We can also see that the error grows somewhat logarithmically towards 100% showing that higher counts of simultaneously active speakers can easily confuse a human listener.

Each of the listeners was asked a set of 9 questions and we counted 87 correct answers from a total of 279. This means that the volunteers obtained a correct detection ratio for the number of competing speakers in a speech mix of 31%.

After the interview we asked each listener to describe how he detected the speakers in the recordings. The answers are aggregated in table 1.

Table 1: Reported detection methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observation / Method of detecting speakers</th>
<th>% of listeners used it</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learned voices from previous recordings</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognized a known voice</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was able to follow transmitted information</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognized different genders</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just guessed where speaker count was high</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detected different speech paces</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reported hearing other languages</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used silence periods to identify new speakers</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reported words that are repeating</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results are very interesting as they give clues on how SAA works. It is important though, to admit that the results have a moderate confidence level as each volunteer is unique can express in his own way the listening experience.

From table 1 we can see that the voice characteristic of a speaker plays a key role in SAA. In the same category we can include his gender. A surprisingly low percentage of volunteers reported that they could follow speech – only 53%. Most of responders claimed that they just acknowledged pieces of speeches but they could not follow coherently a certain speaker. Data also shows that the speech pace and the silence periods were used as a factor in identifying new speakers. For example, some listeners reported that they heard a man talking rapidly and part of them said that they could follow that man because it kept their attention focused. The fact that 17% of listeners claimed to hear other languages than Romanian reflects the difficulty of the task, especially if the speaker count is higher than 5.

In our experiment we also investigated if the listening time can reduce the detection error. As said, all speakers in a mix start at moment 0 and have a fluent, coherent speech on the same topic until the end of the recording. So basically there is no chance that one speaker starts later than other.

Figure 3 shows the correlation between listening time and speaker detection accuracy. The black bars represent the accuracy of detection for each listener and the gray bars figure the average number of seconds spent per each recording for the same person.

We can observe that listening time does not appear to drastically reduce the identification errors. For example we can see listeners that spent on average 20 seconds per recording but demonstrated accuracy equal to subjects that spent 130 seconds on average per recording. However this fact can have 2 potential conclusions:

- Listening time does not necessarily influence competing speakers detection ratio;
- Selective hearing performance can differ a lot from one individual to another and therefore the influence of time needs to be investigated further.

In order to refine this test in the future, listeners could be asked to attend multiple sessions with different sets of mixes presented in each session – but with similar difficulty. A different response time constraint should be added in each session in order to generate a per user statistic with different response times per similar experiments.

4.2. Spectrogram distance based estimator results

Unlike a human subject, our estimator works based on a fixed algorithm presented in chapter 3. It returns as output just the estimated speaker count and does not give other information. However the method can be modified to produce an output for each signal window. To produce figure 4, we considered each training single speaker file as a reference and compared it with all the test speech mixes. We enforce that we used different speech signals for references and for creating the mixes.

In order to obtain a single floating point value as the distance metric between 2 sound files we added the cells in the $D$ matrix defined in section 3. This approach can be optimized by determining another schema of combining the values of $D$ matrix in a single value. This will also have great impact on the speed of the method since it will greatly reduce the number of DTW computations.
Using (2) we determined optimal \( \text{MaxT} \) and \( \text{MinT} \) thresholds to get best detection results.

In the end, the estimator based on distance computations between signal spectrograms achieved a correct identification ratio of 66%.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we described some of the characteristics and performances of selective hearing for native Romanian speakers. The study can be naturally extended to other languages (starting with Latin languages as Italian, Spanish, French, etc.) as it does not depend on language specific details.

Results show that human subjects have great difficulties in estimating the correct number of competing speakers in a recording with 4 or more. In order to estimate this number the listeners claimed that they tried to identify voice features, different speech paces or pause periods. Less than 55% reported that they can actually focus on a single speaker and acknowledge the transmitted information – when the speaker count was high. We saw no correlation between the time spent for listening the recordings and the accuracy of the responses.

While the group of listeners estimated correctly the speaker count in 31% of the cases, we presented a simple estimator based on distance computations between signal spectrograms that achieved a correct detection ratio of 66%. However even if showing a lower accuracy, the human subjects were able to describe the voice characteristics of the detected speakers, unlike the automated method that just gives a single value as output.

6. Future work

As stated in the first section, our research scope is to contribute to the accuracy of BSS. Therefore we consider using the results of the proposed estimator for improving the performance of BSS methods. To achieve that, the current algorithm will be modified to give a frame by frame estimation. Also, the system could be designed to auto tune thresholds based on the loudness of the sound samples. This would improve robustness and reliability.

In addition we will make further investigations to determine whether it is critical to have the speech samples produced by the targeted speakers or if any reference set of samples can generate similar results.

Nevertheless the proposed perception experiment could be realized on more volunteers and with more tests, like using known voices of friends or colleagues to perform the mixes, or creating a more complex scenario for determining the correlation between listening time and detection accuracy.
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